Abstract
Introduction

28
It is widely agreed that rhythms play a vital role in coordinating and organizing 29 neuronal computations across various anatomical regions of the brain. Robust and 30 sustained rhythms, from a fraction of a hertz (delta) to several hundred hertz, have 31 been implicated in a range of functions; like attention, spatial navigation and memory 32 consolidation. These rhythms often interact to coordinate important functions. Tight 33 coupling between theta and gamma oscillations is necessary for forming long-term 34 spatial memories [1] . The alpha-rhythm in particular has been associated with the 35 cognitive function of attention (selection and suppression) and semantic orientation [2] . 36 Typically, network mechanisms that invoke interplay between inhibitory and excitatory 37 cells lead to genesis of rhythms that are robust as well flexible in response to ongoing 38 functional requirements [3] . Gamma rhythms, for instance, are generated by synaptic 39 interactions between GABAergic inhibitory neurons and and Pyramidal excitatory 40 neurons, the so called pyramidal interneuron gamma (PING) [4] . Alpha rhythms, on the 41 other hand, are an intrinsic property of neurons in the thalamus. We know that other brain regions like the the pre-frontal [7] , auditory [8] and somatosensory cortex [9] . 48 In primates, rapid changes in the alpha rhythm and its second harmonic has been 49 observed in response to a discrimination task. [10] This suggests that the coherence and 50 frequency changes in alpha are functionally relevant attributes.
51
Here we have used a biophysically detailed, conductance based network model of 52 neurons in the thalamus associated to Alpha generation [11] . The model comprises of a 53 set of specialized thalamic cells, with a high threshold calcium current (HTC cells), 54 which fire at Alpha frequency(10Hz) during high levels of ambient acetylcholine that 55 activate muscarinic acetylcholine receptor(mAchR) [5] . This is modeled as a lowered 56 potassium leak conductance g Kleak (eq) [11, 12] . Each of these cells are connected via 57 gap junction to ensure synchronous activity. Even though the rhythm generation is 58 limited to the HTC cells, they are not isolated from the rest of the thalamic network.
59
Our model utilizes a minimal network motif which follows physiologically realistic ratios 60 of inputs and outputs associated with the thalamus1 that include the HTC cells and 61 their synaptic interactions. The minimal network allows us to explore the effects of the 62 HTC cell firing on the rest of the network and the effect of the network firing on the th 63 HTC cells. It consists of two HTC cells connected to each other via a gap junction.
64
They provide an excitatory drive to the RE cells. The causal link of events that chronicle the activity of ionic currents pivotal to the 66 generation of alpha-activity, leading to initiation and termination of the rhythm in the 67 presence of acetylcholine is described in figure 2 . Parkinson's disease etc. all have have characteristic signatures in EEG recordings [13] .
92
AD patients in particular show diminished power and down-regulated frequency in the 93 alpha band [14] [15] . In the computational model described here and slice studies [5] ,
94
the Alpha frequency and power is keenly modulated by ambient concentration levels of 95 acetylcholine. A class of drugs that inhibit the breakdown of acetylcholine(acetylcholine 96 esterase inhibitors) and therefore augment its resting levels provide temporary 97 symptomatic relief, offer an interesting correspondence to Alpha, its disruption in AD
98
and its downstream cognitive implications.
99
Individuals with a genetic risk of AD (APOE-4 carriers) have been shown to exhibit 100 reduced grid-cell-like representation and have difficulties in navigating even in familiar 101 environments [16] . Grid cell representation in the entorhinal cortex has been shown to 102 have a gradient along the dorso-ventral axis for the time constant of HCN activation 
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Details of ionic currents associated with the neuron, synapses and the 
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The time step of each simulation was taken to be 0.01ms.
125
Neurons
126
Thalamo-reticular(RE) neurons
Potassium Current :
here:
where:
The m ∞ , τ m , h ∞ and τ h have equations identical to the n ∞ and the τ n of the 133 potassium gate n.
g N a = 100 mS/cm 2 and E N a = 50 mV
136
Calcium Current :
The first term must be positive, otherwise it is set to zero. g Ca = 2.3mS/cm 2 and the 139 reversal potential for calcium is calculated using the Nernst Equation
140
Leak Current :
Applied Current :
143
The applied current is a train of poisson-distributed excitatory and inhibitory impulses.
144
The details of the same will be discussed later.
145
Thalamo-cortical(TC) neurons
It is very similar to the RE cell potassium current except :
Sodium Current :
150
It is very similar to the RE cell sodium current except :
Low Threshold Calcium Current :
The first term must be positive, otherwise it is set to zero.
2 , V t = V + 2 and the reversal potential for calcium is calculated using 156 the Nernst Equation
157
165
166
167
High Threshold Thalamo-cortical(HTC) neurons
168
169
The potassium current follows the same dynamics as the potassium current in TC cells 170
171
The sodium current follows the same dynamics as the potassium current in TC cells High Threshold Calcium Current :
177
g Ca = 12mS/cm 2 and E Ca is calculated using the Nernst-equation
178
H-Current :
, τ r = 20 + 1000 exp((V + 56.5)/14.2) + exp(−(V + 74)/11.6) g h = 0.40mS/cm 2 , and E h = −40mV
183
Calcium Activated Potassium Current :
Gap Junction Current : 
[T] is the transmitter concentration. When a pre-synaptic cell experiences and action g AM P A : HT C ⇒ RE = 0.001, T C ⇒ RE = 0.05
[T] is the neuro-transmitter concentration. When a pre-synaptic cell sees an action 204
[T] is the neuro-transmitter concentration. When a pre-synaptic cell sees an action where:
The difference between the impulse times, T EPSPs with g s = 1.0mS/cm 2 , but they are not given any IPSPs.
215
The HTC cells receive a gaussian distributed white noise through the stochastic
216
Euler-Maruyama integrator:
where ξ(t) is drawn from a Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and variance 0.1
218
Entropy Measure
Results
220
Effect of varying HCN expression on Alpha: distributed over various frequencies. Neatly periodic and coherent signal will display low 232 entropy. In this case the power would be confined to only narrow frequency bands.
233
Supplementary information (Fig SI18) shows the relationship between this entropy and 234 variance of peak frequency.
235
A monotonic dependence of the frequency on g H is seen over a range of values (-25% 236 to +20% change in g H ) (Fig 3 blue) fig 4A) can tolerate increase up to 28% increase in η ach , beyond which there 266 is a loss in periodicity. This is illustrated in Fig 4B bottom Lowering g H can lead to an enhanced GABA activity
278
Several studies have characterized compromised Alpha in AD [21] . So far we have
279
shown how changes in Acetylcholine levels and HCN channel can modulate Alpha. Here 280 we investigate how AD related changes in Alpha can influence network dynamics.
281
During alpha band activity, rest of the brain areas that are not corralled into the 282 oscillations, are suppressed [22] . This leads to the notion that Alpha activity inhibits 
Calcium current and its interaction with HCN expression
302
Disrupted calcium homeostasis has been implicated through several kinds of studies in 303 Alzheimer's affected neurons. Elevated levels of calcium are associated with AD neurons 304 and linked to dysregulation in the calcium signaling within the cell [24] . We simulate 305 the pathology by changing the high-threshold calcium conductance in the cell (crucial 306 for Alpha). Interestingly, despite the crucial role of calcium in orchestrating the rhythm, 307 individual HTC cells fire in a small range around alpha in response to as much 50% to 308 150% of normal high-threshold calcium conductance (g THT ) (Suppl Figure 2) . This is hypotheses have been proposed to delineate the root pathology and its pathogenesis.
335
The most prominent of these is toxic effects of accumulation amyloid-beta plaques and 336 Tau fibrils, a characteristic feature of AD [25] . behavior [24] . We demonstrate in this work how changes in the parameters that govern 345 calcium dynamics can lead to irregular activity in the thalamus.6
346
The cholinergic hypothesis proposes reduced release acetylcholine as the leading 347 cause of AD. In support of this, the most prevalent drugs administered to AD patients 348 that provide temporary symptomatic relief belong to the acetylcholinesterase(Ache) 349 inhibitor class [26, 27] . EEG tools that are used to diagnose AD, report a reduction in 350 power and frequency of Alpha compared to control subjects [28] [14] . This evidence 351 supports compromised acetylcholine signaling in AD. Results described here quantify the 352 differential ways by which changes in ambient acetylcholine can modulate this rhythm. 353 Alpha is essentially orchestrated by action of ambient acetylcholine that depolarizes 354 the membrane and in turn gets HCN channels and calcium channels to generate the In AD transgenic mice cognitive decline is observed before amyloid-beta plaques are 367 visible. Drugs, like Sildenafil, a PDE5 inhibitor that directly impacts HCN activation, 368 temporarily restore cognitive function without affecting the amyloid-beta load [29] . This 369 suggests that alternate bio-chemical pathologies, apart from beta-amyloid plaques, can 370 explain the early impairment of cognition. Alpha-rhythm disruption is reported in early 371 stage Alzheimer's [14] ), along with a loss in spatial cognitive abiltites. The hippocampal 372 theta-rhythm is known to play a crucial role in learning and spatial 373 navigation. [30] [31] [32] The theta rhythm has also been shown to have critical 374 dependence on HCN channels. [33] These investigations, taken together, point towards 375 the need to investigate the the possibility of an HCN channel pathology in early stage 376 Alzheimer's. 377 
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We explore the space of all possible causal relationships between amyloid-beta(Aβ), 378 HCN channel expression(H) and alpha-rhythms(α) to explore the various correlations 379 that have been reported in literature. We have established that lowering the HCN 380 channel expression reduces the alpha-rhythm frequency and coherence.3 The first box, 381 Figure 7 7 lists all the possibilities, where it is not the case that the alpha-rhythm(α) is 382 effected by I H current channels(H). Given the insights from our model (monotonic 383 relationship between HCN expression and alpha peak frequency 3), all these 384 relationships are eliminated. In studies where the HCN channels were knocked out, 385 Saito et al. report increased amyloid-beta beta aggregation when compared to wild type 386 (WT) neurons. They also show that using an HCN channel blocker(ZD7288) in WT 387 cases also leads to similar levels of amyloid-beta accumulation as the knock out neurons. 388 Postmortem studies of AD patient brains have lower levels of HCN channels, when Supporting Information 
